Corporals

1112.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The purpose of this policy is to identify the duties and responsibilities of the Corporal's position in a lead and supervisory capacity.

1112.2 POLICY
It is the policy of the University of Maryland, Baltimore Police Department (UMBPD) that all members of the department understand the role and responsibility of a Corporal as identified in this directive.

1112.3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1112.3.1 DUTIES
(a) Corporals perform lead duties such as: assisting in the supervision of routine operations and staff; determine work priorities; and evaluating staff.
(b) Corporals serve as ta specialist performing assignments requiring additional or advanced training such as crime prevention, criminal investigations or special events.
(c) Corporals may act in a supervisory capacity during an emergency or when designated by the Chief of Police or designee.
(d) Corporals shall develop and conduct training sessions.
(e) Corporals shall be knowledgeable in the duties of a Police Officer II and shall continue to perform these duties unless called upon for an emergency.
(f) Additionally, Corporals will have an opportunity to attend the Maryland Police and Correctional Training Commission supervisory training program.

1112.3.2 RESPONSIBILITIES
(a) When a Corporal is assigned as a Patrol Supervisor (Officer in Charge), they will assume all of the duties, responsibilities and standards of a Sergeant.
(b) Corporals shall perform related duties as directed.